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Most of the five billion people in developing countries live in countries that are indeed 

developing. The real challenge of development is that there is a group of countries at the 

bottom that are falling behind, and often falling apart. The author remarks that the countries 

at the bottom coexist with the twenty-first century, but their reality resembles the fourteenth 

century. They are marred by economic underdevelopment, food insecurity, political 

instability and poor health and education indicators.  

 

The author provides glaring contrasts between countries comprising the bottom billion 

poorest population and the rest of the developing countries. In the bottom billion countries, 

average life expectancy is fifty years, whereas in the other developing countries, it is sixty-

seven years. Infant mortality—the proportion of children who die before their fifth 

birthday—is 14 percent in the bottom billion, whereas in the other developing countries, it is 

4 percent. The proportion of children with symptoms of long-term malnutrition is 36 percent 

in the bottom billion as against 20 percent for the other developing countries. 

 

The author argues that during the 1970s, the bottom billion diverged in growth from the rest 

of the developing world by 2 percent a year. During the 1980s, the divergence accelerated to 

4.4 percent a year, and during the 1990s, it accelerated further to an astonishing 5 percent a 

year. 

 

These countries suffer from four major traps, i.e. conflict trap, natural resource trap, land-

locked trap and bad governance trap. The author estimates that 73 percent of them have been 

through civil war, 29 percent of them are in regions dominated by the politics of natural 

resource revenues, 30 percent are landlocked, resource-scarce, and in a bad neighborhood, 

and 76 percent have been through a prolonged period of bad governance and poor economic 

policies. 

 

Among the instruments which can be used to change matters, the author lists aid, military 

intervention, trade laws and trade openness. The author estimates that aid significantly 

reduced capital flight. It is part of the solution rather than part of the problem. The challenge 

is to complement it with other actions. The author argues that although globalization has 

powered the majority of developing countries toward prosperity, it is now making things 

harder for the latecomers. 

 

One issue ignored by the author is the role of interest based compounded debt. Several 

countries in Africa face debt trap. They have to pay compound interest, which is sometimes 

more than the aid they receive and more than the exports and foreign investments that come 

in the country. In such a scenario, benefits from aid, investments and foreign exchange 

through trade are nullified by leakages in the form of debt servicing.  

 

The author argues that low levels of growth are making the poorest countries to not only fall 

behind, but also to fall apart. Nonetheless, economic growth alone will not be a sufficient 

condition for development if the growth is fueled by particular sectors which are owned and 



managed by a tiny minority of rich elites. The focus on development shall be centered on 

human dignity and respect for environmental resources. Interest based finance takes away 

natural resource wealth which has to be sold to service debt denominated in fiat money. Real 

sector economic activities need to be boosted to generate inclusive growth and market-based 

employment. Islamic finance with its focus on real sector based activities can be more 

suitable in such an economic scenario, especially in Muslim majority African countries. 

   

An important instrument to reverse these trends is social finance. In poor countries with 

significant Muslim population, Islamic market and non-market based institutions could be 

effectively utilized. Islamic microfinance is a market-based institution which can provide 

asset based finance and ensure asset ownership for the poor clients. Islamic non-market based 

institutions such as Zakat and Waqf can redistribute income to the poor. Zakat redistributes 

surplus wealth from the rich to the poor with a predetermined filter to separate the giver and 

receiver in the form of an identified quantity of wealth, known as Nisab. On the other hand, 

Waqf provides permanent dedication of movable and non-movable assets to the social and 

welfare needs of the public. This provides public goods and social safety nets at a 

decentralized level. In countries where governments are weak in governance and tax 

collection, private mobilization of charitable funds can fill the void in development finance. 

 

Overall, the book is a welcome attempt to highlight the contrast among developing countries 

and to focus more attention on the bottom billion poorest population. The policy focus needs 

to take cognizance of the local, cultural and institutional context to help change lives. In 

Muslim majority regions, Islamic social finance institutions could be effectively utilized to 

provide solutions which not only have economic potential, but are also more locally and 

culturally acceptable.   

 

 


